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"You love and you lose." That has always been Mercy's motto. At eighteen, she's taken more losses than
gains when it comes to love. Being the daughter of her abuser, Mercy struggles with the ability to trust
anyone. This well-rounded, yet broken, girl from Chicago has become accustomed to losing herself to love a
man. And that's exactly what happens with her boyfriend, Stone. There is pretty much nothing she won't do
to prove her love to him; And everyone knows that, including Stone. So he uses her loyalty to his advantage
every time. Growing tired of Stone's cheating and disrespect, Mercy finally walks away from her unhealthy
relationship with him. Like any young girl lost in love, Mercy is heartbroken. That is, until a trip to the City
of Dreams changes that. Just as cocky and handsome as ever, Saint marches into her world and turns it
around. Saint is Mercy's "Ghetto Prince Charming". Hailing from, and practically running, the streets of New
York, Saint is everything Mercy never knew she needed. However, with such a fast lifestyle and so much
power, drama is sure to come for the twenty-one year old, powerhouse. Friends turn out to be foes, and the
FEDS aren't letting up. Saint knew that his time would come, and he had always been okay with the
consequences of his actions. That was until he fell head over heels in love with Mercy. Will Saint's line of
work be the straw that breaks the camel's back? Or will Mercy's loyalty prove that their love is strong enough
to stand it's test?
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From reader reviews:

Anh Huckaby:

Book is usually written, printed, or created for everything. You can know everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important point to bring us around the world.
Close to that you can your reading talent was fluently. A book Pulling The Plug will make you to end up
being smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of
you think this open or reading any book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they can be thought
like that? Have you searching for best book or acceptable book with you?

John Tovar:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book mainly book entitled
Pulling The Plug your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a reserve then become one
application form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get before. The Pulling The Plug
giving you another experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful info for your
better life within this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind are going
to be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Santiago Johnson:

As we know that book is important thing to add our information for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we really wish for. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet.
Every year had been exactly added. This reserve Pulling The Plug was filled with regards to science. Spend
your spare time to add your knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has various
feel when they reading any book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can experience enjoy to
read a guide. In the modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you wanted.

William Lebel:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This specific book Pulling The Plug was colorful and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Pulling The Plug has many kinds or style. Start from kids until
teenagers. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on
there. So , not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and relax.
Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading this.
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